Mid-Term Answer sheet

I. Cover Sheet = 10 points
   - Name of your country
   - Country's flag
   - Your name

II. European Union = 45 points
   - Define it
   - Purpose
   - Pres.
   - Requirements for admission

III. Your Country = 45 points
    - History of your country
    - Its leader
    - Its E.U. Representative
    Slush points for and additional & insightful information

Final Exam Requirements: (2-4 pp)

I. Paper = 50 points
   - Cover page:
     - Name of your country
     - Picture of your country
     - E.U. Flag
     - Your name
     - E.U. Requirements for a country to join
     - Your country's position on Turkey joining the E.U.
     - For or against & why
       - does the country meet the E.U. requirements?
       - include an assessment of problems, remedies, conditions, fears & benefits of E.U. membership
     - Works cited page

II. Persuasive Speech = 50 points
   - you will role play either the E.U. Repr. or your country's leader (Feel free to dress up)
   - State your country's position & reasons
   - state any conditions you want Turkey to comply with.
   (Feel free to bring in food from your country).